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The analysis of the responses of the annual Investor 
Confidence Survey Belgium realised by JLL in December 
2020 with both national and international investors in real 
estate highlights the main trends that will drive capital 
markets in 2021.

Investors are ready to buy more property assets
The current uncertain macroeconomic climate fuels caution, 
most investors do not believe in a fast, V-shape, recovery 
scenario, but rather favour a K-shape recovery pattern. This 
means that several sectors, such as IT, will maintain a fast 
growing pace, others will slowly rebound, and a few will 
never recover. The ECB will continue to support the economy 
by maintaining long term interest rates at their lowest levels 
for another couple of years. 
In this context, buying real estate is still attractive – as 
illustrated by an all-time high volume of €5.9 bn in 2020 - 
but with more selective risks. The share of core transactions 
in 2020 was 78% (vs. 60% in 2019). Looking at the survey, 
investors’ preferences for 2021 indicated that the share 
of Core more than doubled y-o-y to 41%, while the share 
of Core+ was halved to 22%. Value-added, including 
redevelopment, maintains a remarkable share of 37%. 
So, the investment market is polarised between two 
extremes: flight to safe, income producing, core assets, and 
redevelopments that will create tomorrow’s core investment. 
Financing will be less easily accessible, banks are not keen on 
taking more risk, so more than a third of surveyed investors 
think about reducing their leverage. 

Logistics and Living are favourites, Retail is out 
2020 was a record year for the office segment, a volume of 
€3.6 bn has been recorded (+33% y-o-y), illustrated by the 
sale of the Finance Tower, Post X, the Iris Tower etc. Investors 
are still positive on this asset class, they do not fear a rental 
decrease or a massive jump of vacancy but they would not 
increase its relative share in portfolios. Pessimism prevails 
about retail assets, with the exception of retail warehousing. 
Rents are declining, vacancy is going up, and pricing is a tricky 
exercise. Across the globe investors are switching their retail 
assets against logistics properties. The survey results come 
as a confirmation, though investors regret the insufficient 
land available for developments. The Living asset class 
is high on investors’ priority list, as it is perceived as anti-
cyclical and safe. Senior Housing and Student Housing were 
the first segments to become institutionalised, now it may 
be the turn of the multi-family segment. Investors are ready 
to enter, but are hampered by the lack of opportunities 

available. This could change as developers become more 
open to block sales. 

ESG is a must-have
Across all investment products, being equity, bonds, loans, 
structured and real estate, the Environment, Social and 
Governance criteria have climbed to the top of the list for 
many, if not all, investors. According to our survey, 97% of 
respondents will include ESG in their investment criteria. 

Yield : different situations across asset classes
The concentration of the appetite for core assets could 
lead to yield compression, this is especially true for logistics 
assets. Office yields are believed to stay at 3.9%, less than 
a third of surveyed investors think there is compression 
potential. Logistics yields are seen compressing to 4.35% 
or less. In contrast, high street retail yields would materially 
decompress from 3.75% to above 4% in 2021, to reflect the 
higher risk. With regards to multi-family, yields could go 
down given the rising interest from institutional investors. 

Summarised, after the record year 2020, 2021 should be 
quieter with contrasted situations between the different 
asset classes. Property investment will definitely remain 
attractive, but with strategies adapted to the new context: 
less risk taken, less bank financing in the funding mix, and 
skipping ESG is not an option. 

Adrian Glatt*
Head of Capital Markets  
Belux JLL 

*Saga bvba

Survey methodology

The Investor Confidence Survey was realised by JLL between 
December 2020 and January 2021 in the margin of the Investors’ 
Forum digital event. 

The survey was created on SurveyMonkey. 24 questions were 
sent out to national and international real estate investors, and 
were subdivided in four main topics: 
1. Macro-economic trends
2. Investment strategy
3. 2021 outlook by asset class
4. Financing perspectives 

JLL Research was in charge of the subsequent analysis of the 
responses, based upon which the graphs on the following 
pages have been realised. 

Should you wish to discuss the survey or the analysis in further 
detail, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Pierre-Paul Verelst
Head of Research Belux, JLL

« Among the key messages of the survey, the 
vast majority of respondents stated they will 
continue to invest in property assets and 
even increase their relative exposure to real 
estate.»

The Belgian Investment market 
proved to be very resilient in 
2020. Our survey clearly shows 
that also in the year to come, 
Belgium will remain top of 
the list for many international 
investors: offices, logistics and 
living clearly stand out.

Investors’ confidence is intact, 
but with more selective risks
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Who’s who?

42%  
of the  

participants  
invest  

in Retail

71%  
of the  

participants  
invest

in Residential

90%  
of the  
participants  
invest  
in Offices

61%  
of the  
participants  
invest  
in Logistics

Respondents’ investment profile Macro-economic trends in 2021
A full scale rapid economic recovery is unlikely,  

according to respondents 
Investors are convinced that interest rates  

will remain very low

What type of economic recovery do you expect? 

Will interest rates remain  
at their lowest level in 2021  
and will the cost of 
opportunities remain 
extremely high for investors?

Macro-economic Trends

U-Shape: GDP rebounds  
slowly in 2021-2022

W-Shape: rebound in 2021 will 
be followed by another  
drop in 2022

K-Shape: some segments (e.g.: 
IT) will keep growing at high 
pace, others will take more than 
two years to recover, and some 
will never recover

19%

16%

No

6%
Yes

94%

V-Shape: GDP rebounds to 
pre-COVID level in 2021

6%

59%
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Strategy

Buy more real estate but take 
more selective risk

Strategy by asset class: buy more 
Residential and Logistics, sell Retail

The share of Core+ is 
halved compared to the 
2020 survey, and Core 
is more than doubling.  
As in 2020, value added / 
redevelopment remains 
high in demand.
Brussels, perceived as 
safer than regional cities, 
is preferred. 

In 2021, your investment strategy will be: 

Offices (where applicable)

Senior housing
 (where applicable)

Student housing
 (where applicable)

Multifamily
 (where applicable)

Logistics (where applicable)Retail (where applicable)

In what risk do you prefer to invest? What is your favorite location to invest? 

Stay the 
same 
41%

Reduce 
exposure to 

real estate 
3%

Buy more real 
estate assets 
56%

Core+  
(IRR 5-10%) 
22%

Value add  
(IRR >10%)  
37%

Core  
(IRR <5%) 
41%

Outside 
Belgium

9%

Brussels 
Region

72%

Regional 
cities
19%

The wave of optimism is shared by 
the vast majority of respondents. 17%

77%

33%

14%

10%

72%

40%

9%

14%

14%

The Living asset class is high on 
investors’ priority list

47%

53%6% 7%

6%
7%

41%

33%

Sell
Buy, more than before
Buy, same as before
Buy, less than before

91%

9%

Sell Buy, more than before Buy, same as before Buy, less than before
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Market sentiment and outlook

Office
Investors have become more cautious 
about co-working

Higher vacancy looks inevitable because of home-
working and completions, but in a moderate way

In 2021, will  
prime office yields 

move to:
(6/9 y lease,  

currently at 3.9%) 

Prime rents for new 
trophy assets in the 

CBD will:
(current €315)

Vacancy in  
Brussels will:

(currently 7.5%)

75%

4%

Would you include co-working space in your investments?

21%
risks are too high

18%
because post COVID 

flex offices will become 
more popular

61%
but in a very limited 

proportion

25%7%

68%

Significantly 
increase

Moderately
increase

Stay the same

Higher prime rents in 
the CBD are perceived as 
unlikely, but there is no 
fear of decline

Investors are sceptic  
about higher rents  
in the Decentralised  
and the Periphery

Stable yields is the most  
likely scenario according  

to the majority  
of respondents

Decrease to €275 

Stay the same

Increase to €325 or more

21%

Will prime rents for new trophy assets  
outside the CBD increase?

75%25%

68%

3%

29%

3.5% 4.5%or more Stay at 3.9%
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Retail
High street retail is perceived as highly risky, 
with falling rents and significant yield decompression

Logistics
Logistics yields will compress further in 2021, 
but opportunities will remain scarce because of 
limited land available for development

75%25%

Is there sufficient land available  
for logistics developments?

In 2021, speculative development will: 

Significantly 
increase

Moderately
increase

Stay the 
same

25%35%

40%

In 2021, will prime 
yields move to:
(current: 4.5%) 

4.35%
or less

Stay at 

4.5% 85%15%

The average 
decrease of rents 

will be:

Will high street 
yields move to:

(current: 3.75%)

In 2021, 
vacancy will: 

7%

Stay at  

3.75%

93% Significantly increase

Moderately increase

79%

10 - 30%

21% < 10%

93%

7%

4% 
or more

Market sentiment and outlook
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Residential
The lack of opportunity will remain an issue. 
Investors are divided about the rental growth 
potential, but yields are seen compressing. 

Are sufficient multi-family opportunities 
available to investors?

Will rents for residential property increase  
ahead of inflation? 

91% 50%9% 50%

In 2021, will yields for multifamily property (current: 4 – 4.5%):

Stay the same 

36%

Decompress

5%

Compress

59%

Environment, Social and Governance

ESG criteria are now a must-have
Will you include ESG in  

your investment criteria?

3%97%

Access to financing
Financing will become more difficult to obtain and 
more than a third of respondents would decrease 
their leverage ratio as a result

Financing

In 2021 will access to financing be Compared to 2020, your leverage ratio in 2021 will:

More 
difficult  
to obtain 
71%

Decrease 
36%

Remain  
the same

29%
Stay the 

same
61%

Increase
3%

Market sentiment and outlook
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